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What Is The IMCCA?

Interactive Multimedia and Collaborative Communications Alliance

• Non-profit, technology neutral

• Focus on all multimedia & collaboration

• Increase awareness & branding

• Unification of organizations & interests

• Further learning objectives

• Industry Alliances

• Networking Opportunities

• Monthly Newsletter

• Educational Opportunities

• Special Interest Groups

www.IMCCA.org

Free Membership For End Users

Many Benefits for Vendor Members

Contact Carol Zelkin, Executive Director

Czelkin@imcca.org



What Is Ideation?
Generating Ideas
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From Wikipedia:
“Ideation is the creative process of generating, developing, and 
communicating new ideas, where an idea is understood as a 
basic element of thought that can be either visual, concrete, or 
abstract. Ideation comprises all stages of a thought cycle, from 
innovation, to development, to actualization. Ideation can be 
conducted by individuals, organizations, or crowds. As such, it is 
an essential part of the design process, both in education and 
practice. “



History Of Enterprise Ideation
Analog
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Flip Charts Post-Its Dry Erase Walls / Boards

Each Participant Gets A Handout



History Of Enterprise Ideation
Digital
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Smart Board Interactive Projected Display Team Whiteboarding Software

Current Hype-Cycle Digital Displays



Selecting The Right Tool
Always the correct first step
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Just as a hammer is a great tool in and unto itself, but it 
is a lousy choice for cutting glass, so to are ideation 
tools dependent upon the needed task.

When a correct tool is chosen to meet the need 
everything works well.

When the tool is chosen just because the technology 
team thinks it is a great tool, mismatched use cases are 
inevitable.



Selecting The Right Tool
Classrooms
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Interactive boards  work well in school classrooms 
because they have an owner – the teacher.  

He or she is always using the room, rarely gets new 
technology and takes the time to learn the typically 
complex user interface.  

He or she is typically using the technology daily, so any 
learning curve is easily mastered.



Selecting The Right Tool
General purpose conference rooms
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Interactive boards generally do not see full utilization in 
enterprise conference rooms.   

Enterprise conference rooms generally don’t have an 
owner (like a classroom does.)  People expect to walk in 
and immediately start using them.  Users will rarely 
take the time to learn a very complex UI that they don’t 
have to use every day.  In addition, people rarely stand-
up in conference rooms, preferring to be seated at the 
table.

Regardless of any manufacturer hype, this is generally 
not a good use for interactive boards.



Selecting The Right Tool
Less than half of organizations surveyed (45%) are planning to use IWBs.
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Defining The Task
The first step to matching ideation tools to user needs
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Classrooms, Training Rooms Interactive White Boards

Architects, Designers, Engineers Networked IWBs

General Use Conference Rooms Marker Based/Simulated Whiteboards

Executive Briefing Centers Multi-Image Ideation Solutions

Scrum Meetings Image Manipulation Solutions

Good Use Cases                                                                                                 Appropriate Tools                                                                                                



Sharing Multiple Ideas
Understanding when the use case requires different tools
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Conference Call Screen Share Videoconference

Videoconference With Multiple Image Sharing



Multi Image Ideation
When more than one screen share is needed
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• Client Demos
• Choosing Amongst Options
• Deciding Strategies
• Connecting Plant / Factory to Designers / Engineers



Conclusions
How to choose correct ideation solutions and correct applications

• Don’t let product hype drive solution purchases
• Start with determining actual user needs
• Implement solutions that meet those needs as simply as possible

• The more complex ideation options are usually only appropriate for those who use 
them regularly 
• People will not adopt complex UIs without frequent use
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These are our panelists for today
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Richard Ramm

Marc Cooper

Oliver Henderson

Leonard Suskin
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Questions For Our Panelists:

• What does ideation mean to your firm?

• How did you determine which technologies to use?

• What have you learned from deploying ideation devices?

• What recommendations do you have for other end users?

• What would you like to see from the vendors to support your efforts?



Attendee Raffle Prize
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Plantronics BackBeat Fit
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